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Molecular cloning refers to the process of making multiple molecules. Cloning is commonly used to amplify
DNA fragments containing whole genes, but it can also be used to amplify any DNA sequence such as
promoters, non-coding sequences and randomly fragmented DNA.
Cloning - Wikipedia
Aspects of genetics including mutation, hybridisation, cloning, genetic engineering, and eugenics have
appeared in fiction since the 19th century.
Genetics in fiction - Wikipedia
Updated November 2013 Introduction. Genetic engineering, or genetic modification, uses a variety of tools
and techniques from biotechnology and bioengineering to modify an organismâ€™s genetic makeup.
ActionBioscience - promoting bioscience literacy
Have you ever wondered how scientists work with tiny molecules that they can't see? Here's your chance to
try it yourself! Sort and measure DNA strands by running your own gel electrophoresis experiment
Gel Electrophoresis - Learn.Genetics
DNA cloning is the process of making multiple, identical copies of a particular piece of DNA. In a typical DNA
cloning procedure, the gene or other DNA fragment of interest (perhaps a gene for a medically important
human protein) is first inserted into a circular piece of DNA called a plasmid.
Overview: DNA cloning (article) | Khan Academy
Biosafety module Resource Book a IntroductIon to Molecular BIology and genetIc engIneerIng oliver
Brandenberg Zephaniah dhlamini Alessandra Sensi Kakoli Ghosh
Introduction to Molecular Biology and Genetic Engineering
The Genetics Education Center, for educators interested in human genetics and the human genome project.
Resources on the human genome project, curricula, lesson plans, books, videotapes, and other resources.
Information on mentors, genetic conditions, genetic careers, and glossaries. Site maintained by Medical
Genetics, University of Kansas ...
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